
FALORIA EXCLUSIVE 
WINTER



In the footsteps of history 
with snowshoes

Reach the proximity of Punta Gallina 
and experience a return to the past

during the Great World War

Guided tour with snowshoes or ski mountaineering 

Dinner including selection of local cold cuts and cheeses, a hot soup, a traditional dessert, wine and 
mineral water.

The anecdotes of the time told by a historical re-enactor 

Overnight in tent starting from Euro 275.00 per person 

Guided day trip with snowshoes / ski mountaineering including snack with cold cuts and cheeses, 
mulled wine, hot tea in the outpost and tales of the historical re-enactor 

Starting from Euro 78.00 per person

English



Starlight Room

A romantic night with a 
360 °view of the stars

Dinner for two including a selection of local cold cuts and cheeses, a hot 
soup and a traditional dessert (drinks not included) 

One night under the stars 

An unforgettable experience in the heart of the Dolomites

Starting from Euro 850.00 per 2 people ( Transfer A/R from the hotel included)



Gourmet Turns

Dolomites, Ski Experts, 
Haute Cuisine

All combined in a Unique 
Exclusive Experience

partnership with

Ski instructor available for the whole day

Itinerary chosen between:

Tour of the Four Steps – start from Corvara and lunch at the Comici Refuge, Las Vegas or Morizzino

Tofana – lunch of choice between Fireplace, Chalet Tofane, Col Druscè, Pomedes or Piè Tofana

Faloria and Crystal – lunch at El Brite

5 Towers and Col Gallina – Lunch at the Averau Refuge

Lagazuoi and San Cassiano – Lunch at Armentarola

Starting from Euro 440.00 up to 4 people– lunch to be defined and quoted separately
Transfer services outside Cortina will be defined and quoted separately according to the chosen destination



Heliski or Heliciaspe

A super tour to discover 
incredible descents on fresh 

snow

Meeting at Fiames heliport with guide for briefing and materials check 

Flight over Cortina and departure for the chosen destination 

2 or more descents from 600 to 1,500 meters 

Starting from Euro 390.00 per person

Helicopter ascent near Faloria and descent with snowshoes in a fun itinerary in the woods, to 

enjoy the snow with snowshoes without the exhausting effort of the climb.

Starting from Euro 340.00 per person

* Also available transfers with helicopter to admire the beautiful Dolomites



Hot-Tub
& Finnish Sauna

Reach the Mietres Hut and live an 
evening under the stars

A large tub filled with hot water for a banquet between friends while sipping an 

excellent bottle of wine and teasing a platter of cold cuts and cheeses while admiring 

the splendid sunset over the Tofane. 

Starting from Euro 132.00 up to 6 people

A Finnish sauna at high altitude to relax and benefit from its pleasant warmth 

after a walk, ski mountaineering or snowshoeing.

Starting from Euro 28.00 per person



Cheese Workshop
fresh from the farm

The first cheese boutique in Cortina where you can assist the transformation 
from milk to cheese

The dairyman works fresh milk from its pastures and seasons it only with 
fresh herbs.

A cheese tasting as you never experienced before

Duration 1h 30’

Starting from Euro 55.00 per person



Sleddog  
Discover Husky and the magical world of mushing
sleddog in collaboration with ASD International School od 
Mushing Sleddog.
Contact the reception for availability and quotation.



Also available…

snowshoe cross country freeride ski touring alpine ski sled

snowmobile

helicopter fatbike via ferrata Ice climbing



Contacts
Faloria Mountain Spa Resort

Loc. Zuel di Sopra 46
32043 Cortina d’Ampezzo (BL)

Italy

T. +39 04362959
E. info@faloriasparesort.com


